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Congestion is 

a good sign

But…



Urban transport planning:

Creating high accessibility

with limited space



Efficient urban 

transport policy

Attractive public 

transport

Walkability

Compact

land use

Restrain

road traffic



Introduced 2006 as a 7-month trial, permanent after a referendum

2 € per passage in peak hours, 1€ mid-day, 

no charge evenings/weekends

Peak charge increased in 2016

The Stockholm congestion charges



Politicians’ questions:

Will it work?

Will they hate me?

What are the main obstacles?



It works.
(Stockholm: 20% less traffic across cordon)

Trial Permanent Peak 
increase



What 20% less traffic does to congestion



Charges only work if well designed.

Use good transport models, 
and trust them more than your gut feeling.



Congestion charges

Will it work?
Yes, if designed carefully

Will they hate me?



Getting public acceptability
• Good design: 

• Easy to adapt

• Large benefits

• Low costs 

• Honest procedure: 
• Trust in government

• Decision process & public consultation

• Use of revenues

• Explaining why pricing is a “fair” mechanism



The U-curve of support
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Why do people change their
minds?

It’s better than you thought

It’s not as bad as you thought



Status quo bias:
Support for charges vs. amount paid

No car

Have car, never pay

Pay sometimes

Pay often



”Do you drive less across the cordon 
than before the charges?” (2005=>2006)
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Each day is different

• Travel patterns and traffic composition vary more, 
and change faster, than most people believe

• Most of the traffic any given day are occasional 
drivers (“regular commuters” are a minority)



Congestion charges

Will it work?
Yes, if designed carefully

Will they hate me?
Not once benefits are visible, 

and if done honestly

What are the main obstacles?



What has stopped congestion pricing 
attempts? 

• Design inconsistent with stated objectives

• Science-fiction technology and scope (expensive)

• Political conflicts between agencies and levels of government



Summary

• Congestion pricing works

• Don’t over-plan – self-selection is the key insight

• Design the system carefully

• Realistic ambitions, honest communication, 
consistency with objectives, avoid being moralistic

• Survive the introduction process and people will 
like you afterwards


